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please use our custom writing service. Speech codes are used by college campuses to guide students on how to
address.

The First Amendment protects freedom of speech without prosecution, but some consider it a grey area. Many
people disagree with the usage of these guidelines as it is restricting to the young adult who is having to put up
with it and work around it. We recently saw the power of this approach at the University of Florida , where
love clearly won out over hate. This past year, due to massive student protests at the University of Missouri,
Yale University, Claremont McKenna College and various other academic institutions, the debate of free
speech on campus has been hotter than ever. We should not fight fire with fire, threats with threats. Freedom
of speech is the right to express any opinion without being restrained by anyone, expressing ourself in part of
being a person in that 's what makes up who we are. They are vital to a vibrant university and a healthy
democracy, and we should encourage them. Education is not meant to be comfortable. Wisconsin speech-code
case and Cross-burning case also exemplify good intentions of the universities fighting for diversity and
respect to the race and gender, which nevertheless, lost the cases at the court. The New Yorker. The basis for
his arguments are founded on the core principals of democracy, that argument and dialogue are what run
effective and representative societies. To help fully understand this hot button issue and establish a point of
view I will speak of some of the history of dress codes, why I believe they are unnecessarily restrictive,
inconsistent, and unfair, and some arguments that are promoting these codes One major question that faces
college campuses is, is it possible to create speech codes limiting the spread of offensive discourse that do not
violate the First Amendment The blue one? If we are able to face unwelcome ideas at an early chapter in our
professional development, we will be better equipped to handle controversial topics in the future with an
effective and civil demeanor. To accomplish that goal, our communities can and should engage in
counterprogramming, creating alternative events and gathering spaces, signaling to students that while
everyone has the right to speak, our communities can come together in rejecting hateful messages. These
speeches not only serve to inspire the public, but also shapes the values of the academic community Despite
the good intentions of those who imposed the speech codes, the codes restrict students and of their freedom of
thought and discussion, which is given to them by the first amendment. Language langue is a system, an
universal structure and arrangement of rules shared by a community with principal linguistic patterns, as seen
in forge in languages. Writing the World. Second, when there is a controversial speaker, we must find ways to
add light to the discussion -- or, at the very least, not contribute to the heat. Hate speech, what is it? In the real
world, there are no college-like speech codes regulating communication in our daily lives other than the First
Amendment, of course. While someone may make a racist or sexist comment directed toward a group or
individual, their right to make such comments is upheld by the first amendment. Outrage, indignation and
demands for change are the responses to these incidents - understandably, given the lack of racial and social
diversity among students, faculty and administrators on most campuses Now, in our attempts to either find
truth, express our beliefs and opinions, or generally use the rights we are given constitutionally, we are often
being criticized and even reprimanded. Back in , it was Mario Savio a campus leftist who led the Free Speech
Movement at the Berkeley campus of the University of California, a movement that without question played a
vital role in placing American universities center stage in the flow of political ideas no matter how
controversial, unpatriotic and vulgar. However, this was in the case of high school students and during that
time the court had ruled that there is a difference between a high school environment and a university
environment So it is confusing to many students that speakers can come to campuses and engage in behaviors
that students themselves would be disciplined for. We should be empowered by our campus. The trend casts a
negative view on our society by letting political views determine what is appropriate in our social sector.
There are many, many ways to stand in opposition to a person you disagree with. Lawrence III, which are in
favor of speech codes because they consider some of the actions a form of harassment Speech Codes And
Regulations On Campus - Some colleges are considering speech codes and regulations on campus due to
allegations of racist speech and harassment. They were taught, at home and in school, to not tolerate bullies
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and to report them to authorities. They are using colleges as their stages and setting us up as their foils. Speech
codes should not be used on campuses, since free speech allows students to form opinions, to exchange those
opinions voluntarily, and to attempt to persuade others of their importance. Hudson shows the controversy â€¦
Hudson, David L. Contrary to some opinions, it is possible to accurately define hate speech, because hate
speech does not actually have many elusive forms. Their messages often go against the very values of our
institutions, and besides, what they have to say is readily available online.


